
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of marketing
manager korea. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While
this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of
the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for marketing manager korea

Running integrated programs and campaigns brought to life on a variety of
platforms and through different media — paid digital and IRL, social media,
earned media, and owned media (Integrated programs and campaigns must
also include the insights to inform the approach and how we can leverage
partners and influencers to amplify the message)
Ensuring all initiatives are based on solid hypothesis design and are
structured to deliver against clear success metrics [awareness, product
metrics, sentiment], utilizing a test-and-learn approach
Partnering with our internal creative lab (and external agencies) and our
Outreach teams (Communications, Partnerships, and Policy) to ensure we
have the right messaging integrated throughout all our activities, for the right
audience at the right time
Working with Research & Analytics to generate insights to influence strategy
and inform go-to-market plans
Tackling complex challenges with a strategic mindset and create thoughtful
recommendations and action plans for solving them with the global Outreach
and Product leadership teams
Keep up-to-date and ahead of relevant knowledge (ex
Help building digital knowledge and practices to relevant working teams and
stakeholders
Motivating partners to strive for inventive storytelling across their campaigns

Example of Marketing Manager Korea Job
Description
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Translating our brand/marketing requirements into ideas the partner and
ultimately consumer easily understands

Qualifications for marketing manager korea

Minimum 4 years work experience with digital media planning (SEO, PPC,
display, mobile and social platforms) relevant to local market
Proficiency with Salesforce.com CRM application with data analysis skill
Experience working in a Call Centre or in Telemarketing or similar
lead/demand generation function would be a plus
Experience hiring, coaching and leading a team
English skill to communicate overseas colleagues via conference call, e-mail,
and reporting
Fluent Korean and English communication


